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a b s t r a c t
A comprehensive system-level analysis is performed for a novel air-cooled condenser based on spray
freezing of phase change materials (PCMs). This novel air-cooled condenser uses PCMs to decouple the
process of steam condensation and heat rejection to air in order to significantly improve air-side heat
transfer and reduce steam condensation temperature as compared to conventional air-cooled condensers
(ACCs). Melting of solid PCM particles in a two-phase PCM slurry flow anchors the steam condensation
temperature close to the PCM melting point regardless of the change in ambient air temperature.
Spray freezing of millimeter-sized liquid PCM droplets increases the air-side heat transfer coefficient
by five times compared to the finned-tubed ACCs. A multiscale model, which directly captures the melting and settling of PCM particles at the microscopic level and accounts for phase change through energy
source terms at the macroscopic level, has been developed to simulate the PCM slurry flow over heated
tube bundles. Using this multiscale model, the effects of particle volume fraction, Reynolds number, and
particle to steam tube diameter ratio on the averaged wall Nusselt number of the steam tubes are investigated. It is found that the averaged wall Nusselt number for a PCM slurry flow of 20% solid fraction
achieves a 38% enhancement over the PCM single-phase flow of same Reynolds number. On the air side,
the freezing/melting of PCM droplet/particle is approximated based on a 1-D transient heat conduction
model and the air-side pressure drop across the PCM droplet array is determined using a 3-D k-e turbulence model. The performance of this spray-freezing PCM ACC is compared against a baseline ACC of a
500 MWe power plant. It is found that, for comparable footprint area and ambient conditions, the
spray-freezing PCM ACC reduces the initial temperature difference to as low as 16.8 °C and provides
up to 10.8 MW net power production gain compared to the baseline ACC.
Ó 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
In the past few years, owing to the water scarcity and limited
water sources, there have been increasing global demands for
reducing fresh water consumption. Steam-electric power plants
account for approximately 40% of total fresh water withdrawals
in the U.S. and over 90% of which is employed for condenser cool⇑ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: ysun@coe.drexel.edu (Y. Sun).
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.applthermaleng.2017.11.145
1359-4311/Ó 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

ing [1,2]. Based on the Energy Information Administration’s (EIA)
Annual Energy Outlook, it is anticipated that the future water
demands for electricity generation will increase progressively as
thermoelectric generation capacity is expected to increase by 6%
between 2010 and 2035 [3]. Among different types of condenser
cooling systems, the wet-cooling systems are predominantly used
in existing power plants. The once-through wet-cooling systems,
which exploit and disrupt the water resources and possess threat
to the survival of local ecosystems, account for nearly 43% of U.S.
thermoelectric generating capacity [2,4]. These systems have a
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disadvantage of high return water temperature (typically 10 °C
above intake temperatures) and difficulty in siting the power
plants near available water sources [4,5]. Compared to oncethrough condensers, evaporative wet-cooling systems in the form
of cooling towers have lower water withdrawal requirements,
and are currently installed in 42% of U.S. thermoelectric power
plants [2]. Wet-cooling towers draw ambient air that cools down
hot cooling water coming out of the condenser. During the counterflow of ambient air and hot water, most of the process heat is
removed by evaporating a small portion of water (2–3%) and
the remaining water returning to the condenser is cooled down
to 4.4 °C (8 °F) above the ambient wet-bulb temperature [6].
Thus, the wet-cooling towers provide higher cooling rates and
improved system performance in arid climates with low wet bulb
temperatures. Although, the evaporative wet-cooling systems have
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much lower water withdrawal rates than the once-through systems, they tend to have appreciably higher water consumption
because of water loss due to evaporation.
In comparison to the wet-cooling systems, the dry-cooling systems such as air-cooled condensers (ACCs) use air instead of water
to condense the steam and consequently reduce the overall power
plant water consumption by more than 90% [7]. Air-cooled condensers have not yet been widely employed in the U.S., with only
1% of existing U.S. plants using ACCs, but are expected to see
increased adoption due to competing water demands and water
conservation regulations. Among the existing ACCs’, directcoupled mechanical-draft ACCs have been utilized in most of the
dry-cooling systems in the U.S. [8]. In these systems, steam exiting
the turbine is routed through a series of large horizontal steam
pipes running along the top of ACC cells. A typical ACC cell has con-
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densate carrying finned tubes along the inclined walls forming an
A-frame as shown in Fig. 1 with a footprint area of 12 m  12 m.
Air is driven through the inclined finned-tube arrays by a large
axial-flow fan approximately 9–10 m in diameter [8,9].The benefits
of ACC systems however come with some drawbacks such as substantially higher capital investment (10 times) than evaporative
wet-cooling systems [10] due to the larger footprint area, use of
huge fin surfaces and additional supporting structures [11]. The
installation and operational costs for ACC systems are currently
3.5–5 times greater than existing evaporative wet-cooling systems
[12,13]. In addition, the ACCs are also prone to a performance penalty due to the poor thermal transport properties of air. The airside heat transfer coefficient of ACCs is only 35 W/m2K [9] such
that ACCs require much larger footprint and fan power to remove
the same amount of heat as in wet cooling. For the same ambient
conditions, the initial temperature difference (ITD ¼ T cond  T air;in ;
where T cond is the steam condensation temperature and T air;in is
the ambient air inlet temperature) of ACCs is usually higher than
wet cooling. This higher ITD consequently leads to an increased
steam turbine backpressure and hence a reduced power plant efficiency. For example, a 3 °C increase in ITD can result in a 1.1%
reduction in power generation [14]. Thus, a key to high cooling
performance is the reduction in the steam condensation
temperature.
As mentioned earlier, one of the challenges with ACCs is the low
air-side heat transfer coefficient that results in more number of
cells and larger footprint area compared to wet cooling. To improve
the air-side heat transfer performance with minimum pressure
drop penalties, several heat transfer enhancement techniques,
such as winglet vortex generators extended into the air flow to
generate longitudinal vortices along the finned tubes, have been
investigated [15]. The feasibility of indirect dry cooling in the form
of thermosiphons or heat pipes to replace the conventional wetcooling towers [16,17] has also been demonstrated.
Solid-liquid phase change materials (PCMs), owing to their large
energy densities, small density variations, and relatively cheap
price, have been considered for short- and long-term energy storage systems. A PCM-based technology using heat transfer fluids
comprising encapsulated PCM particles suspended in a base fluid
has been investigated with the potential to improve the thermal
performance of heat exchangers [18,19]. These two-phase slurries
have larger apparent specific heat compared to single-phase fluids
and hence are suitable for transferring large amount of heat without a dramatic temperature rise [20]. Most recently, the increasing
interest in the utilization of PCMs to improve the performance of
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Tube
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Fan

Air

Condensed
water

Fig. 1. Schematic of an A-frame ACC cell.

thermal systems has led to the use of PCM recirculation cycles
for dry cooling of power plants where the PCM particles are
directly suspended in their own melt to provide a short-term thermal storage between the steam-condensing (hot) and air (cold)
sides [21]. As shown in Fig. 2a, this novel air-cooled condenser uses
PCMs to provide short-term thermal energy storage to decouple
the steam condensation and heat rejection processes in order to
significantly improve air-side heat transfer, reduce steam condensation temperature, and reduce system cost. The PCM slurries are
melted in a bath while absorbing heat from steam condenser tubes.
The liquid PCM is sprayed into millimeter-size droplets, which are
air-cooled during spray freezing and the solidified PCM particles
fall back into the bath completing the cycle. In comparison to conventional ACCs, this novel spray-freezing PCM ACC takes advantage
of crossflow of air over small PCM droplets and hence provides up
to 5 times larger air-side heat transfer coefficient. For steam condensation, melting of PCM particles in the PCM slurry bath anchors
the condensation temperature regardless of the ambient air
conditions.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
provides a detailed description of the novel spray-freezing PCM
ACC. Multiscale modeling and simulations of PCM slurry flows over
heated tube bundles are discussed in Section 3. In Section 4, the
PCM droplet size and solidification time are calculated and optimized. Section 5 presents a system-level performance analysis of
the spray-freezing PCM ACC and the results are compared to a conventional ACC for a 500 MWe coal-fired power plant. A brief summary is provided in Section 6.

2. System description
The novel air-cooled condenser via spray freezing of PCMs to
decouple steam condensation and heat rejection is depicted in
Fig. 2a. In this design, PCM is used as a short-term thermal energy
storage medium between the heat absorption and rejection processes on the steam and air sides, respectively. As shown in
Fig. 2a, a steam-carrying tube bundle is immersed in a solidliquid PCM slurry bath. The solid PCM particles melt by absorbing
heat from steam condensation. The liquefied PCM is then pumped
to the nozzles located at the top of system and is sprayed in form of
small liquid PCM droplets. The sprayed droplets experience air
cooling and are solidified during the downward travel from top
of the cooling system to the slurry bath. The solidified PCM particles fall onto the two-phase PCM slurry bath to complete the
cycle.The heat transfer processes on the steam and air sides and
associated thermal network models are depicted in Fig. 3. On the
steam side, negligible thermal resistance is assumed through the
thin tube wall and due to steam condensation (hcond  18,000 W/
m2K) [22]. Such that the convective resistance of the PCM slurry
flow, RPCM;slurry , dominates the thermal resistance of the steam side.
On the air side, the total thermal resistance comprises of the convective resistance due to air flow and the conduction resistance,
RPCM , offered by the solidified portion of the PCM as a function of
time.
Consider dry cooling of a 500 MWe coal-fired power plant,
which corresponds to a baseline cooling load of 700 MWth. The
basic assumptions and properties of the phase change material
used in this work are listed in Table 1. This PCM is based on commercially available paraffin (e.g., Rubitherm RT44 HC) with latent
heat of 240 kJ/kg, maximum operating temperature of 70 °C, a
flash point > 180 °C, and volume expansion of 12.5%. Paraffin
PCMs are chemically inert, non-toxic, providing consistent thermal
performance without degradation over at least several thousands
of cycles, and are commercially available with customizable melting temperature. The cost of paraffin PCMs, depending on the grade
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Fig. 2. Schematic of an air-cooled spray-freezing condenser using phase change materials. (a) Working principle and its benefits (b) arrangement and sizing of spray freezing
units.

(purity) and quantify, is typically <$10/kg. The solid density of
paraffin is about 1.1 times its liquid and hence an average PCM
density of 825 kg/m3 is considered in all calculations. The thermal
conductivity of paraffin PCM is 0.2 W/mK. However, recent

experiments [23] have showed that by adding a small amount of
exfoliated graphite nanoplatelets (xGNPs), the thermal conductivity of paraffin can achieve several-fold enhancement without significantly affecting its latent heat and density (e.g., thermal
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Fig. 3. Heat transfer and thermal resistances on steam and air sides.

Table 1
Basic assumptions and materials properties.
Parameter

Value

Heat load, Q_ t
Steam-side heat transfer coefficient, hcond [22]
Air inlet temperature, T air;in
PCM melting temperature, T melt
Liquid PCM density, qPCM;liquid

Parameter

Value

700 MWth

Footprint area, AFT

90  90 m2

18 kW/m2 K
32 °C
45 °C
770 kg/m3

PCM thermal conductivity, kPCM [23]
PCM latent heat, LPCM
PCM specific heat capacity, cp;PCM
Solid PCM density, qPCM;solid

1.0 W/mK
240 kJ/kg
2 kJ/kg K
880 kg/m3

conductivity of 1 W/mK can be achieved by adding 3 vol% of
xGNPs in eicosane). A system-level analysis of the spray-freezing
PCM ACC is performed for ambient air temperature of 32 °C and
the system is assumed to be steady state. As shown in Fig. 2b, for
a given thermal load and footprint area, the entire cooling system
can be split into multiple ACC modules arranged side by side. The
footprint area of an individual spray-freezing PCM ACC unit of
12.5 MW capacity is considered to be 12 m  12 m (same as
the baseline ACC [2]) such that there are a total of 56 units in a
selected footprint of 90 m  90 m. The key design parameters of
the spray-freezing PCM ACC include the selection of PCM particle
size (or the spray nozzle size), PCM melting temperature, air velocity, PCM slurry flow rate, and steam tube size and spacing. The
choice of these parameters is critical due to their influence on
the heat transfer coefficients on both the slurry and air sides,
PCM droplet solidification time, size of cooling system, fan power
consumption, and hence the overall capacity of the system. The
detailed approaches to estimate the thermofluidic performance
of the PCM slurry flow and to determine the PCM droplet size
and solidification time are discussed in the next sections and the
design outcome is summarized here.

Table 2
Comparison between conventional ACC and spray-freezing PCM ACC system designs.
Design Parameters

Spray-freezing PCM
ACC

Conventional
ACC

Air velocity, V air
Footprint area
Unit footprint size
Unit height
Air-side HTC, hair
Slurry-side HTC
Air-side temperature rise
Steam condensation temperature,
T cond
Initial temperature difference (ITD)
Number of units

8.6 m/s
90 m  90 m
12 m  12 m
6.9 m
183.5 W/m2K
4614 W/m2K
8.3 °C
48.8 °C

3.9 m/s
93 m  93 m
12 m  12 m
10.4 m
35 W/m2K
–
16.6 °C
57 °C

16.8 °C
56

25 °C
60

In the spray-freezing PCM ACC design for a 700 MWth cooling
load and 32 °C ambient air, steam tubes of 50,000 m2 total surface
area are immersed in a 0.1 m deep PCM slurry bath in a staggered
arrangement. For a selected PCM with melting temperature of 45
°C, the convective heat transfer coefficient of the PCM slurry over
heated tubes is found to be 4614 W/m2K at Re = 1560. The resulting steam condensation temperature is 48.8 °C that offers an initial
temperature difference (ITD) of 16.8 °C. The comparison between
the spray-freezing PCM ACC and conventional ACC system designs
is reported in Table 2. For an air velocity of 8.6 m/s, the spray nozzles placed 6.9 m above the slurry bath generate 4 mm diameter
PCM droplets which undergo 95% solidification before falling into
the slurry bath. The air-side heat transfer coefficient is found to
be 183 W/m2K that is 5 times greater than conventional ACCs
and hence helps to reduce the cooling system size. Table 2 shows
that the spray-freezing PCM ACC requires approximately 33%
shorter and 6% fewer number of units compared to the baseline
ACC. More details about the design and sizing of the sprayfreezing PCM ACC are documented in Table 4 and its performance
comparison with baseline ACC is summarized in Table 5.

Table 3
Summary of PCM slurry flow CFD simulation cases.
Case

/s;inlet

Re

d ¼ d=D

r ¼ ST =D

/s;outlet

Nuwall

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

0.00%
1.00%
5.00%
10.00%
15.00%
20.00%
0.00%
5.00%
10.00%
5.00%
10.00%
5.00%
10.00%

780
780
780
780
780
780
1560
1560
1560
780
780
780
780

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.05
0.05
0.2
0.2

1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25

0.00%
0.67%
4.41%
9.19%
14.12%
19.09%
0.00%
4.72%
9.65%
4.16%
9.14%
4.62%
9.77%

80.89
81.01
88.60
96.85
104.49
111.37
121.57
125.85
131.50
105.53
126.28
82.15
84.85
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Table 4
Key design parameters of the spray-freezing PCM ACC.
Parameter

Value
2

HT area for steam, Asteam
Steam tube diameter, D
Steam tube spacing, ST
Steam tube length, Htube
 steam
U for condensation, U

50,000 m
0.0285 m
0.036 m
12 m
3672 W/m2 K
46,537
0.1 m
45,360 kg
0.004 m
92.2 s
6.9 m
1.11  108
1.11  107
30 mm

# of steam tubes, N tubes
Height of slurry bath
Mass of PCM in slurry bath
PCM particle diameter, d
Solidification time, t s
Cooling tower height
Particle generation rate
No. of nozzles
Nozzle spacing

Table 5
Performance comparison between spray-freezing and baseline ACCs.
Parameter

Spray-freezing PCM
ACC

Baseline
ACC

Air inlet temperature
Steam condensation temperature
Initial temperature difference (ITD)
Total fan power consumption, P fan
Power generation gain due to lowered
ITD
Net turbine power generation
Net power gain compared to ACC

32 °C
48.8 °C
16.8 °C
11.7 MW
15.1 MW

32 °C
57 °C
25 °C
7.5 MW
–

503.3 MW
10.8 MW

492.5 MW
–

3. Multiscale modeling of PCM slurry flow
The design of a steam condenser that is convectively cooled by
two-phase PCM slurries requires an estimation of the averaged
 , of PCM slurry flow over tube bunheat transfer coefficient, h
wall
dles. However, due to the complex flow and heat transfer associated with the simultaneous melting and settling of PCM particles
in their own melt, the heat transfer characteristics of PCM slurry

Parameter

Value

Total air-side HT area, Aair
Air velocity, V air
Air-side HTC, hair
 air
U for air cooling, U
Condensation temperature
ITD
PCM melt temperature
_ PCM
Air side PCM flow rate, m
Terminal solid fraction, /t
In-plane spacing
Out-of-plane spacing
Air side pressure drop, DP air
Total fan power, P fan
Net turbine o/p power

5.15  105 m2
8.6 m/s
183.5 W/m2 K
164.2 W/m2 K
48.8 °C
16.8 °C
45 °C
3,054 kg/s
0.95
30 mm
7.5 mm
92.2 Pa
11.7 MW
503.3 MW

flow with phase change is not well understood in the literature.
Recently, direct numerical simulations (DNSs) of solid-liquid
two-phase flows have gained increasing attention [24–29]. DNS
models do not rely on semi-empirical correlations to determine
the interfacial forces and fluxes, rather these quantities are
obtained directly at the moving two-phase interfaces. However,
the higher accuracy of DNS model comes at the expense of greater
computational costs. An alternative way is to apply volumeaveraged models that treat the two-phase mixture as a homogeneous continuum with averaged properties between the solid
and liquid phases [30,31]. In the volume-averaged methods, the
mass, momentum and energy exchanges between the two phases
are solved with appropriate source terms in the conservation equations without interface tracking to significantly reduce the computational cost [32,33]. In this section, a multiscale modeling
approach is introduced to determine the heat transfer coefficient
of the PCM slurry flow over heated tube bundles where the DNS
model directly captures the melting and settling of individual
PCM particles at the microscopic level and the volume-averaged
mixture model accounts for phase change through energy source
terms at the macroscopic level while getting inputs from the
DNS results. As shown in Fig. 4, this multiscale approach couples

Fig. 4. Multiscale modeling approach for two-phase PCM slurry flows over heated tube bundles.
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/s;inlet

the system-level mixture model with mass and energy source
terms determined from the particle-level DNS.

qN ¼

3.1. Volume-averaged mixture model

In addition, the instantaneous local particle fraction, /s;local , can
be expressed as

In this study, a two-dimensional (2-D) volume-averaged mixture model for the averaged wall Nusselt number of PCM slurry
flow over heated tube bundles is developed and implemented
using commercial software package ANSYS Fluent [34]. In the
mixture model, the two-phase system is treated as interpenetrating continuum and the volume fraction, /, of each phase is
assumed to be continuous in space and time and its sum is equal
to one [35]. Consider the PCM slurry flow with only two phases (k
= 2), where the phase 1 is the liquid PCM and phase 2 is the solid
phase. The continuity equation for the two-phase mixture is given
by
!
@
ðqm Þ þ r  ðqm V m Þ ¼ 0
@t

ð1Þ

!
P
where qm ¼ 2k¼1 /k qk is the mixture density and V m ¼
!
P2
k¼1 /k qk V k =qm is the mass averaged velocity. The mixture momentum equation can be obtained by summing up the momentum
equations for each phase following

 ! 
 ! ! 
  !

!
@
qm V m þ r  qm V m V m ¼ rpm þ r  lm rV m þ rV Tm
@t
!
2
X
!
!
!
!
þ qm g þ F þr 
/k qk V dr;k V dr;k
k¼1

ð2Þ
Here

lm ¼

P2

l is the mixture viscosity, pm is the mixture

k¼1 /k k
!
!

!

pressure, V dr;k ¼ V k  V m is the drift velocity for the secondary
!

phase k, and F is a body force. In the present study, it is assumed
that no relative motion between the solid and liquid PCM in the
slurry flow, i.e., the slip velocity is zero. Similarly, the mixture
energy equation can be expressed as
!
@
ðqm cp;m T m Þ þ r  ðqm cp;m V m T m Þ ¼ r  ðkeff rT m Þ þ SE
@t

ð3Þ

where keff is the effective thermal conductivity, cp;m ¼
P2
is the mixture specific capacity, T m ¼
k¼1 /k qk c p;k =qm
P2
k¼1 ð/k qk cp;k T k Þ=qm c p;m is the mixture temperature and SE is the
volumetric energy source term due to phase change. In addition,
the continuity of the secondary phase (i.e., the solid phase) can be
given by
!
!
@
_ 12  m
_ 21 Þ
ð/ q Þ þ r  ð/2 q2 V m Þ ¼ r  ð/2 q2 V dr;2 Þ þ ðm
@t 2 2

ð4Þ

_ 12 denotes the liquid to solid volumetric mass transfer rate
where m
_ 21 is the solid to liquid mass transfer rate. Note that the interand m
_ 21 L21 , where
facial heat and mass transfer can be related via SE ¼ m
L21 is the latent heat of PCM and the energy source term can be
determined from the knowledge of PCM particle-level heat transfer
following

_ 21 L21 ¼
SE ¼ m





2pr local T fluid  T melt heff ;p 2 T fluid  T melt heff ;p
¼
r local
pr2local

ð5Þ

where T fluid is the averaged fluid temperature, T melt is the PCM melting temperature, heff ;p is the local effective heat transfer coefficient
of the PCM particle and r local is the local particle radius. Assuming
uniform distributions of solid particles both initially and at the inlet,
the volumetric particle density, qN , can be calculated for a given
inlet particle volume fraction /s;inlet , following

pr2inlet

/s;local ¼ qN pr2local

ð6Þ

ð7Þ

and the local radius of PCM particle is determined by

rlocal

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
/s;local
¼ r inlet
/s;inlet

ð8Þ

Thus, the only unknown in Eq. (5) is the local effective heat
transfer coefficient, heff ;p , of the PCM particles in a two-phase slurry
flow and this needs to be determined from DNS results as
described below.
3.2. Particle-level DNS model
A 2-D DNS model based on the Arbitrary-Lagrangian-Eulerian
(ALE) method was developed by Shabgard et al. [29] to investigate
the simultaneous sedimentation and melting of PCM particles in
their own melt in a vertical channel with heated walls. Sedimentation and interfacial morphology changes of the PCM particles were
accounted for using a moving body-conformal mesh. The averaged
heat transfer coefficients at the wall and at the particle surfaces
were presented in terms of the averaged Nusselt numbers. It was
found that the wall Nusselt number increases roughly linearly with
the PCM solid fraction, where more than a 100% increase over a
single-phase flow is obtained at a solid fraction of 18%. In addition,
for the conditions considered, the effect of particle size on the particle Nusselt number is insignificant compared to particle volume
fraction. It was found that a 33% increase in particle size decreased
particle Nusselt number by 5%. Thus the particle Nusselt number
can be considered to be only a function of the particle volume fraction following Nuparticle ¼ 80/s . Based on this relation, the effective
heat transfer coefficient of PCM particle, heff ;p , can hence be
expressed as

heff ;p ¼

Nuparticle kPCM 40/s;local kPCM
¼
dparticle;inlet
r inlet

ð9Þ

Substituting Eq. (9) into Eq. (5) and using Eq. (8), it yields

SE ¼

80kPCM qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ 
/s;inlet /s;local ðT fluid  T melt Þ
r 2inlet

ð10Þ

Such that, for known PCM particle inlet conditions, the volumetric interfacial heat transfer rate of the PCM slurry can be determined by the local particle fraction and fluid temperature.
3.3. Simulation setup and results
In this section, a scaled-down spray freezing PCM ACC with
matching Reynolds number, PCM volume fraction, particle diameter ratio, and steam tube spacing ratio of the full-scale system has
been simulated using the mixture model described in Section 3.1
with inputs from the DNS. A schematic of the computational
domain of the mixture model for the PCM slurry flow over heated
tube bundles is shown in Fig. 5. Based on the total tube area of
50,000 m2 (0.0285 m diameter, 12 m long [10] and a total of
46,540 tubes), the averaged heat flux on the tube surface is
q00 ¼ Q_ t =Asteam ¼ 14 kW=m2 , where Q_ t is the cooling load and
Asteam is the surface area of heated tubes. This heat flux is used to
determine the dimensions of the scaled-down system. In the scaling analysis, d ¼ d=D is the particle size ratio, r ¼ ST =D is the tube
spacing ratio, D is the steam tube diameter, and ST is the in-plane
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Fig. 6. The averaged wall Nusselt number, Nuwall , for different inlet particle volume
fractions, /s;inlet , at Re = 780, d ¼ 0:1, and r ¼ 1:25.
Fig. 5. Schematic of 2-D computational domain for PCM slurry flow simulations
using a mixture model.

spacing between the steam tubes. The slurry flow Reynolds number over steam tubes is defined as Re ¼ V max D=mPCM where mPCM is
the kinematic viscosity of PCM slurry. The maximum velocity over
the tube bundles, V max , is defined as

V max ¼

ST
V inlet
ST  D

ð11Þ

The heat transfer of PCM slurry flow over heated tube bundles
can then be characterized in terms of the averaged Nusselt number
of tube wall Nuwall ¼ f ðRe;/s ; d; rÞ for different PCM slurry flow
rates, particle volume fraction, steam tube diameters and PCM particle diameters. Here, the averaged wall Nusselt number is defined
as

Nuwall ¼

 D
h
wall
kPCM

ð12Þ

00



where h
wall ¼ q =ðT wall  T fluid Þ is the averaged wall heat transfer
coefficient of the slurry flow, and T wall and T fluid are the averaged
temperatures of the heated tube surfaces and the PCM slurry flow,
respectively, both obtained directly from CFD simulations.
As shown in Fig. 5, a total of 21 tubes (six of them are half tubes)
are in a staggered arrangement with a constant heat flux of 14 kW/
m2. The tube diameter D is 28.5 mm and the in-plane tube spacing
ST is 35.6 mm while the distance from the inlet to the first row of
heated tubes is 152.4 mm. To obtain fully developed flow at the
exit of computational domain, the distance between the outlet
and the last row of heated tubes is fixed as 508 mm. The two sidewalls are assumed to be adiabatic. The computational domain is
initially maintained at the PCM melting temperature of 45 °C. Since
the PCM slurry bath is continuously replenished by falling solidified PCM particles, heat rejection by steam condensation is used
to melt the PCM particles without increasing the liquid PCM temperature. The viscosity of the PCM slurry is assumed to not change
with the PCM particle volume fraction. The parameters and results
of the simulation cases are summarized in Table 3.
Fig. 6 shows the averaged wall Nusselt number, Nuwall , for inlet
particle volume fractions, /s;inlet , of zero to 20% at Re = 780, d ¼ 0:1,
and r ¼ 1:25. These conditions correspond to Case 1 to Case 6 in
Table 3. The results show that Nuwall increases almost linearly with
the inlet particle fraction and at /s;inlet ¼ 20%, the Nuwall of the PCM
slurry is 38% higher than that of the single-phase PCM flow.
Fig. 7 shows the simulated Nuwall for Re of 780 and 1560 with
varying initial particle fractions up to 10%. When increasing Re

Fig. 7. The averaged wall Nusselt number, Nuwall , as a function of Re for different
inlet particle volume fractions.

from 780 (Cases 1, 3 and 4) to 1560 (Cases 7–9) while keeping
other parameters the same, the Nuwall increases by 50.3% for the
single-phase flow cases (Case 1 vs. 7) and by 35.8% for the
/s;inlet ¼ 10% cases (Case 4 vs. 9). For the same Re of 1560, the
Nuwall at /s;inlet ¼ 10% is 8.2% greater than that at /s;inlet ¼ 0% (Case
7 vs. 9), compared to a 19.7% increase for /s;inlet ¼ 10% versus
/s;inlet ¼ 0% cases for Re of 780 (Case 1 vs. 4).
In addition to the inlet solid fraction and Reynolds number, the
effect of the particle diameter ratio d = d/D on Nuwall is investigated
by changing the initial particle size. As shown in Fig. 8, for all simulations, Nuwall decreases with d, i.e., the smaller the PCM particle
diameter, the larger the Nuwall . This is probably due to an enlarged
surface-to-volume ratio for a smaller particle size. For
/s;inlet ¼ 10%, the Nuwall increases 48.8% when d decreases from
0.2 to 0.05 (Case 11 vs. 13). Furthermore, at d ¼ 0:05, Nuwall is
enhanced by 19.7% when the inlet volume fraction is increased
from 5% to 10% (Case 10 vs. 11 at Re = 780). Comparatively, for larger particles, i.e., at d ¼ 0:2, the enhancement in Nuwall is only 3.3%
when /s;inlet changes from 5% to 10% (Case 12 vs. 13 at Re = 780).
4. Determination of PCM droplet size and solidification time
After quantifying the heat transfer of PCM slurry flow across
steam condensing tubes, it is necessary to evaluate the air-side
thermofluidic performance of the spray-freezing PCM ACC. The
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where the term T melt  T air is the log mean temperature difference
(LMTD) expressed as

T melt  T air ¼

T air;out  T air;in
ln½ðT melt  T air;in Þ=ðT melt  T air;out Þ

ð16Þ

Note that RPCM is initially zero when the entire PCM droplet is in
liquid phase and RPCM increases with time as PCM droplet undergoes freezing. Considering the fact that the change in mass of solid
PCM is due to the release of latent heat, an energy balance can be
established as follows

dmsolid;PCM qPCM 4pr 2 dr Q_ air
¼
¼
dt
dt
LPCM

ð17Þ

Using Eqs. (13)–(15), Eq. (17) can be rearranged into

dr
T melt  T air
1
¼

dt 4pr 2  qPCM  LPCM ðr0  rÞ=4pr  r 0  kPCM þ 1=hair  4pr 20
Fig. 8. The Nuwall versus the particle diameter ratio, d, for /s;inlet ¼ 5% and 10% at
r = 1.25 and Re = 780.

ð18Þ

For generality, introducing the non-dimensional variables of

r3
cp;PCM ðT melt  T air Þ
; Ste ¼
;
3
LPCM
r0
kPCM  ts
aPCM  ts
hair  2r0
¼
; Bi ¼
Fo ¼
kPCM
qPCM  cp;PCM  r20
r 20

/¼1
important design parameters that influence the size and thermofluidic performance of the spray-freezing system are the PCM
droplet diameter, PCM melting point, air velocity, and nozzle
arrangement. These design parameters dictate the air-side heat
transfer coefficient, PCM freezing time, and pressure drop across
falling PCM droplets. This section describes the procedure to select
the droplet size and to determine the PCM droplet freezing time for
a selected droplet size.
4.1. Calculation of PCM freezing time
On the air side of the novel spray-freezing ACC, the liquid PCM
droplets experience convective cooling and undergo a freezing process in ambient air. For a known ambient air temperature and a
selected PCM, the freezing time of inward freezing PCM droplets
can be approximated using a 1-D transient heat transfer model
for flow over a sphere with the following assumptions:
 Liquid PCM is initially at melting temperature T melt .
 The sensible heat of PCM is negligible (Ste<< 1 where Ste is the
Stefan number defined as Ste ¼ cp;PCM ðT melt  T air Þ=LPCM ).
 PCM is a pure material with a freezing/melting temperature of
T melt .
 Convection is negligible in the liquid PCM.
 Solid and liquid PCM have the same density (taken as the average density of solid and liquid phases).
 Size of all PCM droplets is uniform.
As shown in Fig. 3, the thermal resistances between the PCM
freezing front and the cooling air include the conduction resistance
through the solidified portion of the PCM droplet, RPCM , and air-side
convective resistance Rair , both of which are expressed as

RPCM ¼
Rair ¼

r0  r
4p kPCM r 0 r

1
hair  4pr 20

ð13Þ
ð14Þ

where r0 is the radius of the PCM droplet, r is the instantaneous
radius of the freezing front and hair is the convective heat transfer
coefficient of air flow across a spherical PCM droplet. The corresponding rate of heat transfer is calculated from

T melt  T air
Q_ air ¼
RPCM þ Rair

ð15Þ

ð19Þ

Eq. (18) can be expressed in the following non-dimensional form

d/
3
¼
dðFo  SteÞ 1  ð1  /Þ1=3  2=Bi

ð20Þ

For a fixed solid volume fraction /, the solution to Eq. (20) provides the solidification time t s with convective or isothermal
ðBi ! 1Þ boundary conditions. The solid volume fraction of the
PCM droplet, /, versus the non-dimensional time, Fo  Ste, for various Biot numbers is illustrated in Fig. 9. It is apparent from Fig. 9a
that the PCM droplet with a larger Biot number (i.e., a larger hair )
will experience a shorter solidification time. Also, for a given Bi,
the initial solidification process is rapid and the / versus Fo  Ste
curve flattens out as / ! 1. Because the height of the cooling tower
is proportional to the solidification time of the PCM droplets, a
longer solidification time will lead to a taller system and hence a
significant increase in the system cost. However, the allowable
solid volume fraction cannot be too small, as the shorter solidification time will require an increased number of PCM particles hence
a higher air-side pressure drop. Thus, an optimal system design
would allow a terminal solid fraction that is based on the tradeoff between the desired heat transfer capacity and system size.
In order to find the generalized expression for the solidification
time t s at different Bi numbers and various instantaneous solid volume fractions ð/Þ, a curve fitting parameter b [23] is introduced as
follows,

b¼

Fo
f ð/Þ
¼1þ
FoBi!1
Bi

ð21Þ

where FoBi!1 is the Fourier number when the isothermal boundary
condition is applied at the outer surface of PCM particle
andf ð/Þ ¼ 18:54=/0:8  14:By applying Eq. (21), the curves of
instantaneous volume fraction, /, at different Bi numbers will
merge to a single curve as shown in Fig. 9b. From Eq. (20), the Fourier number for a single sphere with the constant temperature
boundary condition can be expressed as

FoBi!1 ¼

½1  ð1  /Þ2=3 =2  /=3
Ste

ð22Þ

By combining Eqs. (15)-(21), the solidification time of a liquid PCM
droplet, ts;/ , can be given by
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Fig. 9. Variation of instantaneous solid volume fraction vs. non-dimensional time (a) Effect of Biot number on / (b) Unified curve using curve fitting parameter b.

t s;/ ¼

LPCM 

n

1
2

o
 ½1  ð1  /Þ2=3   13 /

cp;PCM  LMTD



18:54
kPCM
r2
 0
 14
 1þ
0:8
hair  2r 0 aPCM
/

Aair ¼ n_  t s  4pr 20



ð23Þ

Note that Eq. (23) provides the solidification time for a selected
liquid PCM droplet size and for any solid volume fraction. It is
important to optimize the PCM particle size, since it would influence the air-side heat transfer as well as pressure drop and hence
the fan power required to operate the system. The following section provides the set of equations to quantify air-side heat transfer
and to determine the optimum PCM droplet size.
4.2. Selection of PCM droplet size
In a power plant using spray-freezing PCM ACCs, the thermal
load Q_ t must be balanced by the rate of heat transfer on the air side
following

 air Aair ðT melt  T air Þ
_ air cp;air ðT air;out  T air;in Þ ¼ U
Q_ t ¼ m

ð24Þ

 air is the overall heat trans_ air is the mass flow rate of air, U
where m
fer coefficient on the air side and T melt  T air is the log mean temperature difference expressed by Eq. (16). The air-side overall heat
transfer coefficient based on the convective resistance and the
PCM conduction resistance is calculated from

1
1
r 0 ð1  ð1  /Þ1=3 Þ
¼
þ

2kPCM
U air hair

ð25Þ

where the PCM conductive resistance is the average of the resistance at the beginning and completion of the solidification for a
selected terminal solid fraction. The air-side heat transfer coefficient is calculated using the following correlation for falling liquid
drops [36]
1=3
Nuair ¼ 2 þ 0:6Re1=2
d Prair

ð26Þ

where the Reynolds number for PCM droplet is defined as
Red ¼ qair  V r  d=lair , the relative velocity V r is obtained through a
balance between gravity and drag forces following

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
8r 0 qPCM g
Vr ¼
3C D qair

ð27Þ

where C D is the drag coefficient for air flow over a smooth sphere
taken to be 0.45. In Eq. (24), the total surface area of liquid PCM droplets available for heat transfer, Aair , is expressed as

ð28Þ

The PCM droplet’s solidification time is determined from Eq.
(23) for the terminal volume fraction, /t , while the particle gener_ is determined from the mass
ation rate of liquid PCM droplets, n,
flow rate of liquid PCM by

n_ ¼

_ PCM
3m
4pr 30  qPCM

ð29Þ

The mass flow rate of liquid PCM for a selected value of terminal
fraction, latent heat and cooling load is calculated as

_ PCM ¼
m

Q_ t
/t  LPCM

ð30Þ

By combining Eqs. (23), (24), (28), and (29), the total rate of heat
transfer on the air side can be expressed in following form

 air n_  4pr 2 LPCM
U
1
1
0

 ½1  ð1  /t Þ2=3   /t
Q_ t ¼
2
3
cp;PCM
"
#
!
2
18:54
kPCM
r
 0
 14
 1þ
hair  2r 0 aPCM
/0:8
t

ð31Þ

_ overEq. (31) is expressed in terms of particle generation rate n,
 air , and terminal solid volume fraction
all heat transfer coefficient U
/t . Note that these quantities are a function of liquid PCM droplet
size. Thus, for a given thermal load Q_ t and a selected value of the
terminal solid volume fraction /t , solution to Eq. (31) yields a liquid PCM droplet size r 0 . The selection of optimum PCM droplet size
is critical since it influences the height of cooling system. Note that,
the height of the spray-freezing PCM ACC can be expressed as
Htower ¼ V p  t s where V p ¼ V r  V air is the PCM particle/droplet
velocity and t s is the solidification time calculated from Eq. (23).
Thus, a bigger PCM droplet size would mean a longer solidification
time and hence a taller cooling system.
In Eq. (24), for a known value of cooling load, the log mean temperature difference (LMTD) is an unknown parameter and the total
surface area is a function of solidification time ts , which is a function of the terminal volume fraction, /t , and hence is also undetermined. The air exit temperature from the spray-freezing PCM ACC
unit can be calculated from Eq. (24) given as

T air;out ¼ T air;in þ

Q_ t
AFT V air qair cp;air

ð32Þ

In order to prevent blowing away of PCM particles due to air
flow, it is desirable to have air velocity less than the relative velocity, i.e., V air < V r . At the same time, if the air velocity is too small
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compared to V r , the particle/droplet velocity, V p , will be large and
hence will increase the height of spray-freezing PCM ACC. The
spray-freezing PCM ACC design is based on a PCM droplet velocity
of 0.1 m/s, i.e., the air velocity is 0.1 m/s smaller than the relative
velocity calculated by Eq. (27).
5. System-level analysis and comparison
This section provides a system-level analysis of the proposed
spray-freezing PCM ACC and its comparison with the baseline
ACC using the assumptions, PCM properties and design parameters
listed in Table 1. For comparison purposes, the baseline case is an
ACC design for a coal-fired power plant [2]. The baseline ACC is a
500 MWe (equivalent to 700 MWth thermal load) system operating
in a Rankine cycle with superheated steam at 16.5 MPa and 550 °C.
Each unit of ACC cell has an overall footprint of 12 m  12 m [2,37]
and in total carries 60 units to match a footprint of approximately
93 m  93 m. Using the ACC design performance curves, at 100% of
the design conditions, the dry bulb temperature of inlet air is 32 °C
that corresponds to the steam condensation temperature of 57 °C
(5.1 in. of Hg). Thus, the initial temperature difference
(ITD ¼ T cond  T air;in ) for the baseline ACC is 25 °C. The steam flow
rate through condenser tubes and the air flow rate through the
air-cooled condenser is 315 kg/s and 675 kg/s, respectively. The
resulting cooling load per cell is 11.7 MW and the difference
between exit and inlet air DT air ¼ T air;out  T air;in is 17 °C. At 57
°C steam condensation temperature, the enthalpy of vaporization
is 2,365 kJ/kg [38] that corresponds to the condenser steam quality
of x ¼ 0:94 to satisfy a cooling load of 700 MW. The steam-side
heat transfer coefficient ðhcond Þ is assumed to be 18,000 W/m2 K
[22]. For a total of 40,500 kg/s of air flow rate (675 kg/s of air flow
per cell  60 cells), the fan power requirement of 0.185 kW per
kg/s of air flow results in a total of 7.5 MW fan power consumption [37]. For a head-on comparison with the baseline ACC, it is
important to quantify the steam condensation temperature and
fan power consumption of the spray-freezing PCM ACC system.
Following subsections provide estimations of the pressure drop
on the air side and hence the fan power consumption, as well as
the condensation temperature on the steam side.
5.1. Air-side pressure drop
One of the important parameter that dictates the net power
production of the spray-freezing PCM ACC is the fan power consumption that is directly proportional to the pressure drop due
to flow of air against liquid PCM droplets injected from the nozzles.
In order to prevent blowing away of PCM particles, the air velocity
must be less than the relative velocity calculated from Eq. (27).
From Eq. (32), the upper limit of air outlet temperature is 44.7 °C
(T melt ¼ 45 C) that corresponds to a PCM particle diameter of 1.7
mm. If the PCM particle diameter is progressively increased from
2 mm to 10 mm, the corresponding air velocity is found to vary
between 6.1 m/s and 13.7 m/s. Note that a careful selection of particle size is required since the associated air velocity would
strongly influence the required fan power input, solidification time,
and the system size. For example, a smaller particle size increases
the air-side heat transfer coefficient and reduces the solidification
time, thereby reducing the system size. However, smaller particles
may not provide enough heat transfer area to reject the entire heat
load. A larger particle size can reject air-side heat load but is
accompanied by increased system size and higher fan power consumption.For a terminal volume fraction of 0.95, the optimum PCM
droplet size obtained by solving Eq. (31) is 4 mm. This droplet size
corresponds to air velocity of 8.6 m/s and an outlet air temperature
of 40.3 °C. To quantify the required fan power, the pressure drop

due to the falling PCM particles against the counterflow of air in
the cooling tower needs to be determined. Since the literature
lacks information about the pressure drop through a highly porous
structure (e > 98%), a CFD study for flow over an array of spheres by
using a single sphere with periodic boundary conditions and
proper spacing is performed to determine the air-side pressure
drop. The CFD analysis using the k-e turbulence model for different
particle in-plane spacing, ST , between 10 and 40 mm reveals that
the pressure drop per particle layer decreases with increasing inplane spacing (ST ) and decreasing out-of-plane spacing (SL ). However, the total pressure drop also depends on the number of particle layers in the flow direction. Consequently, based on different
cases analyzed, the in-plane spacing is selected to be 30 mm such
that the product of pressure drop per particle layer and the no. of
particle layers is smallest. Assuming uniformly distributed nozzle
assembly with center-to-center distance of 30 mm, the total no.
of nozzles calculated by N nozzle ¼ AFT =S2T in a 90 m  90 m footprint
is 1.11  107. For a terminal solid fraction (/t ) of 0.95, the mass
flow rate of PCM obtained from Eq. (30) is 3,050 kg/s that corresponds to a particle generation rate of 1.11  108/s obtained from
Eq. (29). For the solidification time of 92.2 s obtained from Eq. (23),
there are a total of 1.025  1010 particles (N p ) solidifying in air. The
total height of cooling tower is calculated from the PCM particle
velocity (V p ¼ V r  V air ) and solidification time (t s ). Based on the
parameters listed in Table 2, for d = 4 mm, Htower ¼ 6:9m such that
the center-to-center distance between each particle in the flow
direction is 7.5 mm.Thus, to characterize the pressure drop on
the air side, a periodic domain with 105 mm  30 mm  30 mm
geometry is constructed. As shown in Fig. 10, the computational
domain consists of 8 spherical particles in flow direction subjected
to air velocity of 8.6 m/s. The simulation is performed using a k-e
turbulence model, steady pressure based solver and a convergence
criteria of 105 [34]. The total pressure is determined by area
weighted averaging at a mid-plane between two consecutive
spherical particles. The pressure drop is thus the difference
between the total pressures at two consecutive particle locations.
It is evident from Fig. 11 that the variation of the pressure drop
in flow direction yields a constant value of 0.1 Pa downstream
of the 6th and 7th particles in the flow direction. This pressure
drop of 0.1 Pa per layer is taken as a representative value for all
particles in the flow direction. The total number of particle layers
is calculated as, N layer ¼ N p =N nozzle . For the aforementioned number
of nozzles and PCM particles, there are 922 layers of liquid PCM
droplets in the cooling tower and hence the corresponding pressure drop is found to be 92 Pa. From the total pressure drop, foot
print area (90 m  90 m), air inlet velocity and the fan efficiency
(gfan ), the required fan power is determined from

Pfan ¼

DPair V air AFT

gfan

ð33Þ

Based on the isentropic fan efficiency of 55% (same as that of
ACC) the fan power requirement at 8.6 m/s of air velocity is found
to be 11.7 MW.
5.2. Steam condensation temperature
The steam condensation temperature in a spray-freezing PCM
ACC can be determined from the total cooling load Q_ t , overall heat
 steam , and total surface area,
transfer coefficient on steam side U
Asteam , available on steam side. For a selected PCM, the steam condensation temperature is determined by

Q_ t
T cond ¼ 
þ T melt
U steam Asteam

ð34Þ
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Fig. 10. Computational domain and meshing for the CFD simulations of the air-side pressure drop (a) schematic of the CFD model, (b) 3-D computational domain and (c)
meshing.

Fig. 11. Air-side pressure drop per layer at different PCM particle layers.

On the steam side, the wall thickness of steam carrying stainless
steel tubing is considered negligible (1 mm) and hence the wall
conduction resistance can be neglected. Thus, the overall heat
transfer coefficient (U-value) for the steam side can be defined as

 steam ¼
U



1

1
þ
hcond h
wall

1
ð35Þ

where hcond is assumed to be 18,000 W/m2 K [22] (same as ACC) and
2

h
wall = 4614 W/m K is determined from the two-phase slurry CFD
simulations (described in Section 3) at Re = 1560 and the inlet solid
volume fraction of 10% (/s;inlet ¼ 0:1). From the overall steam side
 steam ¼ 3; 672 W=m2 K) obtained from Eq.
heat transfer coefficient (U
(35), the steam condensation temperature is found to be 48.8 °C,
which is 8.2 °C lower than that of the baseline ACC (T cond ¼ 57 C).
The steam condensation temperature can be altered by the PCM
melting point. The system-level analysis shows that an increase in
the PCM melting temperature increases the steam condensation
temperature and hence lowers the net power efficiency. A lower
PCM melting temperature reduces the steam condensation temperature but requires a higher air flow rate and hence consumes more fan
power to dissipate the same amount of heat. Based on this trade-off,
for the design point considered, the spray-freezing PCM ACC is found
to provide a maximum net power output (best thermal performance)
at the PCM melting temperature of 45 °C. The number of steam
 steam DT steam Atube Þ where
tubes required is calculated as Ntubes ¼ Q_ t =ðU

the surface area of each tube is Atube ¼ pDHtube and the steam-side

averaged temperature difference is defined as DT steam ¼ T cond  T melt .
The tube length (Htube ) of 12 m comparable to the conventional surface condensers (10–12 m) [10] is used in calculation of the surface
area of each tube in a spray-freezing PCM ACC unit. The total number
of tubes in each spray-freezing PCM ACC unit of 12 m  12 m footprint is found to be 831, and for a spacing of 0.036 m, there are 337
rows ðN T Þ of steam tubes in the in-plane direction and 2 rows ðNL Þ
in the out-of-plane direction. Thus, the depth of PCM slurry bath is
Hslurry ¼ ðNL  1Þ  ST þ D 0:1m. Thus, the total volume of the
slurry bath for the spray-freezing PCM ACC system is 810 m3 and
the total mass of PCM required to fill the slurry bath is 45,360 kg.
Some of the key design parameters of the novel spray-freezing
PCM ACC are summarized in Table 4.The performance of the novel
spray-freezing PCM ACC is compared against the baseline ACC in
terms of the turbine net power production as shown in Table 5. Using
an approximation of 1.1% increase in turbine output power for every
3 °C reduction in ITD [2,14], the novel spray-freezing PCM ACC yields
3% (15 MW) of production gain compared to the baseline ACC. Thus,
the total power output of a spray-freezing PCM ACC is 515 MW and
accounting for the fan power consumption of 11.7 MW, the net
power output is 503.3 MW. The power required for PCM pumping
from the slurry bath to the nozzles on top of the spray-freezing sys_ PCM gHtower ¼ 0:2 MW: This auxiliary
tem is calculated as P slurry ¼ m
power consumption is 1.7% of the fan power consumption (11.7
MW) and hence is considered negligible. Assuming 500 MW of
power generation of a coal-fired power plant while using a conventional ACC, the net power generation is 492.5 MW for a 7.5 MW of
fan power consumption. Comparatively, the spray-freezing PCM
ACC can generate additional 10.8 MW (2.2%) of net turbine output
power.

6. Conclusion
In this study, a comprehensive system-level analysis is presented for a novel air-cooled condenser using phase change materials. It is shown that the spray-freezing PCM ACC can significantly
improve the air-side heat transfer and anchor the steam condensation temperature close to the PCM melting temperature regardless
of variations in ambient air conditions. On the steam side, a multiscale model is developed to examine the effects of Reynolds number, PCM volume fraction, and particle size ratio on the averaged
wall Nusselt number of PCM slurry flows over heated tube bundles.
It is found that, by increasing the PCM particle volume fraction, the
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heat transfer of the PCM slurry flow across a heated tube bundle
can be significantly enhanced as compared to the PCM singlephase flow. On the air side, the PCM particle size and solidification
time for a selected terminal solid fraction are determined to optimize the thermofluidic performance, reduce the system size, and
eliminate possible emissions. The spray-freezing PCM ACC is
shown to provide up to five times higher the air-side heat transfer
coefficient compared to conventional ACCs with only 1.5 times
increase in the fan power consumption. In comparison to the baseline ACC, the spray-freeing PCM ACC is found to yield a lower ITD
(8.2 °C) and provides 10.8 MW (2.2%) of additional net turbine
output power, thereby offering an effective dry-cooling alternative.
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